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The voltage and current modulation of ideal cylindrical electron beams

in Brillouin flow, as well as beams in zero magnetic field, are studied by

means of Laplace transforms. With a large-diameter beam of this class,

suddenly accelerated from a temperature-limited cathode and without trans-

verse velocities, the minimum noise figure of an amplifier is found to be

smaller than it would, be for a narrow, essentially one-dimensional (fila-

ment or sheet) beam, or for a confined-flow beam with the same diameter,

longitudinal velocity and direct current.

Certain space-charge wave solutions obtained in field analyses of beams

from shielded diodes, which have never been detected experimentally, are

found to be nonexistent in the sense that no phenomenon taking place in a

vacuum tube excites them.

I. INTRODUCTION

When a beam only partly fills the space within a concentric drift tube,

the field patterns of the modes derived by small-signal slow-wave analy-

sis are not orthogonal to one another. This makes it difficult to find the

amplitude of any single mode excited by an arbitrary initial disturbance.

The cases of ion-neutralized beams in the absence of a magnetic field and

of Brillouin flow are even more difficult, for in these cases infinite groups

of modes assume the same phase velocity and degenerate into a wave

of arbitrary transverse distribution, which, we shall show, cannot be

excited at all.

In treating the excitation of a confined-flow beam, Scotto and Parzen
1

have circumvented such difficulties by means of a Laplace transform

procedure. More recently, Bresler, Joshi and Marcuvitz" have succeeded

in formulating a complete set of orthogonal modes for such unidirectional

electron beams, at the cost of some increased complexity in description.

In this paper, a technique similar to that of Scotto and Parzen will

be employed to solve several problems in the excitation of a solid-cylin-
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drical beam, focused in ideal Brillouin flow. The method consists of trans-

forming the exciting current or voltage with respect to the axial coordi-

nate z, and finding the beam response by means of a transfer function

which satisfies the transverse boundary conditions. The relative ampli-

tudes of each of the various modes could be found, in this way, by using

transfer functions evaluated in terms of each such mode. Here, only the

fundamental mode, having axial symmetry, will be considered. The solu-

tions so obtained will also apply to the beam in zero magnetic field, as

the mode patterns are the same in both cases.

The first problem treated, of field modulation by means of an annular

gap in a concentric drift tube, will illustrate the general technique. The
remaining three calculations deal with different aspects of the problem

of noise excitation of a finite-diameter beam in a shielded diode, in

which the effect of transverse electron motions is disregarded. These cal-

culations show that the "noisiness" of such a beam falls to half that for a

narrow beam or a one-dimensional beam as the diameter is increased (as

0b is made larger). An additional calculation shows that certain space-

charge waves obtained in field analyses of such beams,
4 ' 8

which are inde-

pendent of transverse boundary conditions, cannot be excited and there-

fore do not exist.

The prospects of producing low-noise amplifiers with large-diameter

beams in Brillouin flow are not very good, because of large transverse

electron excursions near the cathode. However, it is possible that a simi-

lar noise-reduction mechanism may be present in confined-flow beams

abruptly hollowed-out (relative to the cathode surface) close to the

cathode. The extremely low noise figures reported ' for TWT amplifiers

using beams of this sort are chiefly due to other noise-reduction proc-

esses,
8,

but the effect of large beam size may perhaps be important at

higher frequencies.

II. MODULATING VOLTAGE ACROSS GAP IN DRIFT TUBE

At the input plane, z = 0, an ac voltage V is impressed across a very

short gap in a drift tube of radius a, concentric with and enclosing a

Brillouin-flow beam of radius b. The response is sought in the form of

the total current in the drift tube to the right of this plane, it (z, a).

Polar cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) and MKS units will be employed,

consistent with the notation of Ref. 5, in which axial-symmetric space-

charge waves in beams of this type are described. All of the ac quantities

associated with any such wave are assumed to propagate as

exp C/a>0-exp (-j&z) (1)

with the time variation suppressed.
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As the amplitudes of all ac quantities are zero to the left of the input

plane, it is convenient to use the Laplace transform pairs in the form
10

F(!3) = / f(z) exp (j/te) dz, (2)

f(z) = ~ [ /'(/i) exp (-M (W. (3)

The integration contour for the inverse transform (3) is along the real

axis of 0, indented above any poles on that axis, and enclosing the third

and fourth quadrants of the complex /3-plane. When F(fi) has n simple,

distinct poles within this contour, the last integral can he evaluated by

means of Cauchy's residue theorem, for z > 0, as

/U) = -/' E \i& ~ 0»)F{&) exp (-./'^)W •

(4 )

Accordingly, the transform of the impressed field, in a gap of nominal

(but negligible) width (/, is

,l(/3) =
I {-V/d) exp (JtSz) dz ^ -V. (5)

• o

The response current is found by multiplying this quantity by a transfer

function Y((3) to obtain the transform of that current, and then its in-

verse transform. Any transfer function relating two ac quantities with

the same (z, I) variation will, in general, be a function of the propaga-

tion constant & and the transverse properties of the electron beam and its

cylindrical enclosure. The transfer function Y(l3) relating the ac ampli-

tudes i,(z, a) and E,(z, a) will therefore be the same as that relating their

transforms o(0, a) and E: (f3, a). In the present instance, the 2-com-

poncnt of the field equation for curl H provides the desired relation

defining )'(/3):

U(P, a) = 2Tafle = 'IraE^'W), ((>)

and the response current is given by

it(z,a) = -aV f Y{p) exp (j0z) (1(3

(7)

= j'2vaV E [(0 ~ tS„)Y(l3) exp (-./#)]*-&, •

The boundary equations at the surface of a drifting Brillouin-flow

beam' must be solved in terms of Y(fi), rather than of the infinite ad-
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mittance of a conducting wall. The axial electric field inside and outside

of the beam, respectively, can be written

E, = AI0r (0 ^ r £ 6), (8)

Ez = BIor + CK0r (& g r g a), (9)

where A , B, C are arbitrary constants, and / and K stand for the modified

Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, respectively, the first sub-

script denoting the order number and the second the radius. The propa-

gation factor, exp j(at — /3z) , as well as the argument (/3r) are omitted

for brevity, and will be omitted elsewhere when they are unambiguous.

The surface ripple due to ac radial electron motions can be represented

by a surface charge density,

f -.£*.-S* (10)
p dr

evaluated in terms of the fields just inside of the beam, where R is the

square of the reciprocal of the space-charge reduction factor, p, defined

in terms of the radian plasma frequency o)p ,
the excitation frequency w

and the beam drift velocity u, as follows:

R = — = °ip = &> (]])
p>

(w -0t*)« (jS-jS.)'*
k

In the last expression, j3p
= up/u and /3e = u/u.

The boundary equations at r = b can then be written

AU = BIM + CKu, (12)

/1(1 - R)Iib = BIlb - CKlb , (13)

and the admittance function is

mM h* \WO - (Kla/ha )
~\

P I0a \_(B/C) + (K0a/I0a)J

(14)

Substitution here of (B/C), found by solving the two boundary equa-

tions, yields:

/3 ha p 1 — wm
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W = PbIibKob, ( 16 )

n = 1 + -p—r >
* 1 ''

A.06/ la

m-l-^. (18)
IVobiOa

By writing

p
2 - ion (0 - ft)

2 - ft,

2
i0n

(19)
p- - 10m (/3 - ft.)

2 - /3„*uwi

it is readily verified that, along the real ftaxis, the only poles of }'(0) are

ft.,
= ft ± PpVwm = ft ± ft ,

(20)

in terms of which

p
2 - wm = (/3 - ft)(/3

- ft). (21)

In addition, as the integration contour encloses the third and fourth

quadrants of the /3-plane, the term 7 ((8a) contributes poles at each of the

zeros of Ja(.r) along the negative imaginary ftaxis. For each root x„
,
the

pole is j8 = (jxn/a), so that the corresponding residue contains a factor

exp(-.rnz/a). Since such terms decay rapidly with distance z from

the input plane, and we are solely interested in propagating waves, they

will not be considered further.

If the changes in iv, m and n due to changes of are neglected, by

evaluating all Bessel-function arguments at ft , the expression for the

current response reduces to the following:

•.Up a) * -T^aV I
f
W(m

/
^l)

[exp (-jfts) - exp (-#*)]
'

ft i 0a y/wm

-jF2T6fa> q sin ftz exp (-jftz)
Vw '

AM (f
2 - 7

s
)\ / llfc -* 0a /

In klystron theory, it is customary to write this quantity in another

form, by introducing the dc beam current h and voltage To . For a

beam with negligible potential depression,

7o_ ._ 2reo}p'b' /^)
Vq u
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With this and the reduction factor p = y/wm, we obtain

i
u a )

± -JVI» flobU\ sinftfzexp (-ji3,.z) ,

24
v

Vq \ Iix,
2
/0=0 e (iqb

Beck" has treated this problem in a slightly different way, by intro-

ducing several additional approximations. His result consists of the

above expression, followed by a smaller second term. The present deri-

vation shows that this latter term should be simply zero.

III. MODULATION BY INJECTED FILAMENT OF NOISE CURRENT

The response of a one-dimensional beam to injected noise current

has been computed by one of the authors'" with the Laplace transform

technique described above. Within the framework of its assumptions,

this computation led to results in agreement with the work of Rack,

Llewellyn and Peterson, " thereby establishing its validity as an al-

ternative procedure. It is now proposed to extend this treatment to

the noise excitation of a finite-diameter beam in Brillouin flow or in

zero magnetic field, and with an infinitely remote outer conducting

tube. The treatment will be for a source of electrons with no transverse

velocities. This may be unrealistic, but it is not unphysical, for such a

source can be approximated by collimating the electron flow from a

cathode by means of an array of holes, such as a thick hexagonal grid.

First, the response will be found to a slender filament of noise charge

injected at the axis of this beam, and later on the response will be cal-

culated for noise-charge modulation over the entire beam area. Com-
parison of the results with those for the one-dimensional beam should

reveal the effect of beam diameter on its noisiness.

The approximations used in the one-dimensional computation are

to be adopted here as well, and the reader is referred to Ref. 10 for a

detailed discussion of their meaning. Effects due to the multivelocity

nature of the beam and the inertial effects of a space-charge cloud during

acceleration are avoided by assuming the beam to be abruptly accel-

erated from a temperature-limited cathode. The modes of propagation

of the beam are assumed to be indistinguishable from those for a beam
without thermal velocities. Excitation of Landau-type damped plasma

oscillations, which tend to decelerate fast-entering charges, is neglected.

The noise excitation due to injected charge in each velocity class is

calculated in a narrow frequency band, and its mean square summed
over all velocity classes, restricted to a small spread about the mean
beam velocity. The beam is thus regarded as a linear impedance through

which the exciting charges flow. The entering charges are treated as
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cuiTPiit filaments with discrete velocities, which are modulated by the

noise field due to till the other charges, but have no separate identities

with respect to entering times.

The Brillouin beam is taken to have radius b, and to be drifting in

free space. In a narrow frequency band about to, the injected filament

with velocity v can be regarded as a circular electron stream of radius

8, carrying a convection current

t*i
= it>S(z) exp (—jyz), (25)

y = -, (20)
v

where S is the unit step function, and z is measured from the enter-

ing plane. This current corresponds to an ac charge density

» = ?i. (27)
U> 7T0"

Thc total charge density p t at the input plane must satisfy Poisson's

equation

Pt = p + Pl = e div E, (28)

where p is the induced charge density in the driven beam, consistent

with the dynamics and charge-conservation equations for axial-sym-

metric space-charge waves in Brillouin-flow beams:

P = Re div E. (2!))

Thus the total charge density at the input plane is related to the in-

jected charge density pi as follows:

pi -
P, 7>i

(30)
1 - R w(7t5-)(1 - R)

Outside of the radius 8 the charge density is zero, and the axial elec-

tric field up to the rim of the beam can be written:

E* = .4 I0r + BKor, (31)

omitting the propagation factor exp(—jfiz) for brevity. In terms of

these constants, the total charge per unit length within the very small

radius 8 is then

q ,
= j'lrit{AI xi

- BK i6 ) & -J-=j^ (32)

for 08 « 1
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In the unbounded space outside of the beam, the longitudinal electric

field must have the form

Ez i = C Kor- (33)

Taking the surface charge of the beam into account, the boundary

equations at radius b are

A /«, + B Km = C Ku , (34)

(1 - R)(A Ia - B Ka) = -C Klb . (35)

The total current inside of a cylinder of radius r > b is

i,(r) = Vvrlh = &=? %* = SZa CK„ . (36)
p- or p

To obtain the transfer function needed in this problem, a relation

between the injected current it and the total induced current it(r), or

between their transforms i\ and it(r), the boundary equations must be

solved for the constant C, as follows:

= B(l - R) = jyfr
1 - RWibKn 27ra,e(l - RpblibKn)

'

K
'

^- i-'Stu -^'^ (39)

and

where

lidS.r) = F(7,/3)fi(|8), (40)

h((3) = it [ expj(0 - y)zdz = -A- . (41)
Jo p* - y

The response current within the radius r is thus

ify, z) _ * f *? fl exp (-jfr) rig

Z7T7 •/-«, O — -V

= 2
-

o
v Rg ~ Pn)F(y, 0) exp (-j/3z)

'

" l_
! ^ _ 7

The integrand

F(y,(3) (yr)(p - pe)

2Klr

8 - y (fi
-

y)[(fi
- ft)

2 - p-
p
20bIibKa

(43)

(44)
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has four poles:

and

1/2

j8l,2 = Pe± PliWlb £«)' = Pc ±

03 =7, ^4 = 0.

(45)

(46)

The pole of Ki(flr) at (3 = contributes a residue — i , which serves to

make i,(r, z) zero at zero frequency. This is consistent with the formu-

lation of the problem, in which the dc component of the entering charge

is neglected, and the beam itself manifests its dc current only in the

plasma wave number. However, as the calculation is only valid for slow-

wave propagating modes (/3 > A), this residue will be disregarded.

As before, the resultant expression is simplified by neglecting the

small rate of change of the Bessel functions with 0, replacing by 0„

where this error is small. With the time factor suppressed, the result is

ti(r, 2) = WtrKiifijr)
'0, exp (—jftg) _ g exp (-jggg)

2(02 - 7) J

(7 - PeY exp (-jyz)

_ 2(0x - 7)

+ i yrKi(yr)
_ (7 - &)* - 0,2 _

(47)

The assumption of small velocity spread in the entering charges,

centered about the mean velocity u of the beam, permits the definition

of a small quantity associated with each value of v.

v ~ u ss 1e = <K 1,

(7 -0e)
2 = (-epfttO,

(48)

(49)

such that only terms up to first order in e need be retained, to a good

approximation. The expression for total current response then reduces

to

i,(r, z) S i„MKd0er) exp {-&*) ( cos 0,2 + jt ^ sin 0,2j . (50)

The total current in the drifting beam, i,(b), is related to the total

convection current, ie(b), by the ratio:

ie(b) = R _ 1 = _1
i,(6) R - 1 1 - PbluKob PbhbKu'

(51)
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Thus,

.
,, N

i yb exp (—j(3ez) ( , . u . . \ ,_„>.

ic(b, z) = *:
I cos qz + je - sin (/2 1

,
(52)

PeOlob \ CO, /

the argument of the Bessel function understood to be (0eb) here.

The beam responses due to electrons in different velocity ranges are

assumed to add in a mean square manner. In each velocity class, the

impressed current has only shot noise. Thus, using the subscript n for

each velocity class, the mean square impressed current in each class is

in
2 = 2eIn Af, (53)

where c is the electronic charge, A/ the bandwidth about / = u/2ir,

and /„ the direct current in the nth velocity class. The mean square

convection current response in the beam, due to i„ ,
is

I
C |» = I" (cos

2

qz + e„
2
sin

2

/39z), (54)
Job

where e„ is associated with v„ as in (48) and, approximately,

^ = &- = fa*. (55)

The total mean square convection current is then

!
C

I

= ^4^ <cos2 $«z + * sin'M, (5r»)

(57)

(58)

where In is the total direct current in the injected filament, and

e 2 = j =-,l^T- V»» - '*)
»

assuming that

0<„ - ?/)
2

(»„ - w)
2

e"
= —r~^— —

\
— '

{VnY U-

where u is the average velocity, given by

« = r E J»«n • (59)

The expression for
| ie |

in the finite beam is the same as that pre-

viously obtained in the one-dimensional analysis,
1

except for the pres-

ence of |S7 in place of (5P within the brackets, and the term Tot in the

denominator. Thus the maximum value of \ic I is less than the total
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impressed shot-noise current by the factor l//<uf, which is smaller, the

larger the beam diameter.

IV. NOISE-CURRENT MODULATION OVER ENTIRE BEAM AREA

The beam of the previous section is now supposed to be uniformly

modulated by impressed noise current over its entire area, subject to

all of the assumptions and conditions stipulated earlier. Since the space-

charge mode of interest has axial symmetry, the contribution to the

total induced current by any entering charge filament is independent

of its angular position. The elementary areas of excitation can be taken

to be thin rings (r to /• + 5/-), for which the transfer function relating

the induced to the exciting current is the same for noise-current modula-

tion in each velocity class as for coherent rings of injected charge, of

the same velocity.

The rms charge in a ring of current with velocity v is related to the

rms current in the nth velocity class by

dqn = ^ ,
(60)

where

din = {dQ)
m = [(J„2irr8r)(2eAf)]

ir
\ (61)

./„ being the portion of the uniform current density with this velocity.

As in the previous section, the total ring of charge at the input plane

is related to this current element by

dqn ydin /,,9 n

and

din = I
din

I
exp ( —jyz) , (63)

where, as before, 7 = u/v.

To evaluate the transfer function giving the current within some

radius a, outside of the beam (radius 6), the cross section is divided

into three regions, separated by the rings of charge at radii r and b:

E:l = Ah, (0 ^ >•' ^ /•_), (04)

Ez, = Bhr. + 67vV (r+ ^ r' ^ &_), (65)

Ea = DKQr . (/•' ^ b+). (66)

The first expression holds inside of the injected charge ring; the second

between that radius, /•, and the beam boundary, b; and the last in free

space outside of the beam.
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The boundary equations at r and b, respectively, are:

Ahr = BI0r + CK0r , (67)

AIlr
-£*-•« Bhr - CKlr , (68)

BIm + Ctf«, = DKn , (69)

(1 - R)[BIa - CKlb] = DKlb . (70)

The total current within radius a, due to the injected charge ring at

r, is

dil (a) =te *! = _^f ojc , (71)

where

D= ..
(72)

27rer |"l + (j-^-g) ^^o^J

Thus, we obtain the transfer function F(y, /3) relating the transform

of the total induced current dii(0 7
a) to that of the injected current

ring dtn (p, r) :

*'<*» a) =
^-t)[/-lf

l = F(7
'

fl) dtM *' (73)

where

ft,, = ft ± PpifibluKob)
1 '* = ft ± ft . (74)

The inverse transform of di<(ft a), describing the total current in the

propagating wave, is evaluated as before with the approximations

7 S |8 ^ ft (75)

in terms that are not sensitive to changes in /3

:

^^-Idtlf^LrtLstizM*, (to)
J-oo D — T

= Idlus[
0-7

(/3 - ft)F(7, /?) exp (—j/5«)"

0-7

^ I din I (0ea)^ia/orexp (—iftz) cos ftz + je — sin ftz
L <•>«

Following the same summation procedure as in the case of the single

(77)

(78)
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injected noise filament, the total mean square current due to charge

rings at ; in all of the velocity classes is

\dit{z,a)
|

= (2eJ ^f)(M
2Kla%r

2
2irr8r

r i ,
-/»y • i i

(79)
• cos' p qz + e-' ( - 1 sin fl qz ,

where

/o = Z J„ (80)
n

is the total direct current density. The square of the total response

current is found by integrating this quantity over the beam radius:

\it\z,a)
|

- (2eI lAf)(^aKu)'
2

(hb

2 - la)

>s
_
pqZ + e- I

— ) sin" j3„z ,

where h is the total direct current.

The mean square noise convection current in the drifting beam is

consequently

IOb I\b

COS

i,-(z)
I
= (2e/ A/) r

lab
2

cos
-

qz + e
2

(
—

K3" siiH (82)

The noise convection current at the maxima and minima of this

standing wave are, respectively,

tc

lc

= 2eJ Af (83)

(84)

The product of maximum and minimum rms amplitudes of the noise

convection current can therefore be written in the form

innx^'min \_B _ I -. _ [}>[\ ^_ (j\ llS

2eI(Af \ hb'
1
/ <aq

(85)

where the subscript B stands for the Brillouin-flow beam. If all of the

electrons are accelerated by the same dc voltage Va , such that (eV /kT,)

» 1, where Tc is the cathode temperature,

7 = h(kTe/eV ), (86)

and

^niftx^min |fl

2eI Af
= 1 hi

lob
2V 2d), eV

(87)
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By comparison, the result of the same analysis applied to the one-

dimensional beam,
10
which is identical with that obtained by the Rack-

Llewellyn-Peterson method,
1
" is

I
Imnx^min \T U) K I c (OQ\

2eIoAf 2w„ eVo
'

the subscript T standing for the "thin" beam; or

£|ii:ix*iiiin /( -,
' \b

if the two types of beam are compared on the basis of the same I ,

I'd , Tc and u/coq . This ratio is less than unity for finite (5b.

Although the "noisiness"
|
*m .lx i.nin |

of a thin beam is a measure of

the least attainable noise figure of any amplifier using that beam,
14, l '

I0
'

l
it does not follow from this result that the Brillouin-flow beam is

necessarily less noisy than a thin beam with the same direct current

and voltage. For instance, in a thin beam the shot-noise current is

2eIuAf and all of I is effective in interaction with the longitudinal rf

held of an amplifier circuit. In the Brillouin-flow beam, however, the

rf field has both longitudinal and transverse components, and varies

in intensity over the beam cross section. The effective part of the total

beam current, therefore, may be less than I .

In single-velocity thin-beam theory, the kinetic power Pk accounts

for virtually all of the power transported by the space-charge waves,

and may be defined by

Re(Pfc) = \K(if ~ C), (90)

where ij and i, arc the convection currents in the "fast" and "slow"

traveling waves, respectively, and

K = 2-«^-°. (91)

In terms of K the noise-current expression for the thin beam may be

rewritten as

Ps = hK
|wmin |

= kTcAf. (92)

This noise quantity has the dimensions of power; we may call it noisi-

ness. It is invariant in all beam transformations not involving loss of

rf power.
14
The minimum attainable noise figure F T of any amplifier

depending on rf interaction between a circuit and the slow space-charge

wave has been shown to be
lD

'

l
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FT = 1 + P8/(kTAf) = 1 + TJT, (93)

where T is the ambient temperature. This summary of thin-beam

theory applies to a thin hollow beam as well as a filamentary beam, as

in both such beams the rf field acts equally on all of the direct current

From this it follows that the minimum noise figure FB of any ampli-

lier using the ideal Rrillouin beam we have discussed can be evaluated

by finding the noise kinetic power of an equivalent thin beam. Both

beams will be equivalent with respect to interaction with any external

rf circuit if both produce the same fields (or wave admittances) in

free space just outside of the thick beam, at r = b.

Just outside of the Brillouin beam, with current Iu and voltage Vo

,

the T.M wave admittance looking into the beam is

y _ He _ j(M
1

-
,

"% J ^.
(03 — (3u)-j J Ob

The portion )',/ of Y due to displacement current itl in the volume oc-

cupied by the beam is given by the same expression, with wp
z = 0:

] '< = (ttf) -£r- (iir>)

\2irbt-Jr=b 13 hb

The remainder of the total admittance is due to the convection current

iQ in the beam:

" \2*bEjr=b (o> - 0m)2 /,,,,'

The equivalent beam is chosen to be a thin hollow beam, of the same

radius b as the Brillouin beam, with current ? () not yet specified, and

the same voltage l' ( , . We can take the ac convection current of the

thin beam as equal to the total convection current of the Brillouin flow

beam, because it can be shown that the total convection current of the

Brillouin beam is equal to the surface current to within a small frac-

tion (i)u/u).

The relation between total convection current ?',. and longitudinal

Held A' : in this hollow beam is

Its electronic admittance in space just outside of this beam is
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r. = 112(Ei\ = Si (A\ (98)

Near j3cu = co, the admittance Yd due to displacement current in the

space inside of this cylinder is the same as for the Brillouin-flow beam

:

Yd = *= j» . (99)
P iOb

The two beams will then be equivalent if their electronic admittances

are the same at r = b:

- S± (Jl\ = J™ ^l ha (ioo)

(101)
2F /3m Job

to 2x6eajp
2
ii&

As this expression changes relatively slowly with fib, the admittances

of the thin hollow beam and of the Brillouin beam vary in essentially

the same way with fi. This approximation, therefore, is fairly good over

a small range of fi about u/u.

The noisiness of the equivalent hollow beam is

P» = $K
|
imaximin | , (92)

where

jf
_ 2<*>g ^o _ "g fi™ hb /

102 n

a) io o> 2irbeu}p2
lib

and

.... / Ilb
2\uI (kTcAf) , im ,

|
tmax»n ln |

= I 1 - 7-5 ) t7—— ,
(10.S)

\ i 06"/ COq I'

as found above for the thick beam. Since the direct current density and

longitudinal velocity of this beam are constant over its cross section,

To e To tt6" o
(if\A\

2Fo mu2 u

With these substitutions, the expression for noisiness Ps in the Brillouin-

flow beam reduces to

P s = C/» " /»*) f~") MVk/. (105)

Another way to state this result is to express the minimum attainable

noise figure FB of the Brillouin-flow beam in terms of that of the thin

beam (whose noisiness is kTcAf):

i^i «-'•*>
Gfi=)-

(ioo)
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This ratio, plotted in Fig. 1, varies rather slowly from unity at fib = 0,

to one-half at fib —> » . With FT = 4, corresponding to about 6db, the

predicted value
16

for a univelocity thin beam, the least noise figure of

the infinitely broad beam, for example, would be 4 db.

We should, of course, recall that this result applies for the unusual

but not unphysical case of a beam with no transverse velocities.

Haus
18

has demonstrated formally that an amplifier with a thick

beam in confined flow cannot have a lower noise figure than one with

a thin beam, when the input conditions are full shot-noise current and

the Rack equivalent velocity fluctuations. His proof depends on ex-

pansion of the excitation in terms of a complete orthogonal set of func-

tions at the input plane. In the absence of mode coupling in the accel-

eration region, each mode can be treated as though it were along a

single thin beam, independent of the other modes. The opposite point

of view has been advanced by Beam and Bloom19
and by Paschke.

20

They have argued, essentially, that a lower noise figure can be obtained

with a thicker beam (in confined flow), because the field of the rf circuit

couples less effectively to the beam interior than to its surface, whereas

0.95

0.85

<—

< 0.80

HU

^0,5

V

\\

0.55
2.0 2.5

/3b

Fig. 1. — The ratio of the noisiness P, of an idealized Brillouin-flow beam to

that of an equivalent thin hollow beam in confined flow, as a function of the

product of propagat ion constant and beam radius b. The ordinates also represent

the ratio (F B — l)/(FT — I), where Fh and F T are the minimum noise figures

attainable with the two types of electron beam, respectively, when they are

abruptly accelerated from temperature-limited cathodes [see (106)).
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the noise excitation is uniform over the entire cross section. This argu-

ment, however, assumes that the circuit field in the presence of the

beam is the same as in its absence —an assumption open to question.

In connection with the fact that we have found a noisiness less than

that prescribed by Haus, we can only note that, for the beam with

zero magnetic field and for the Brillouin flow beam, in whose interior

the ac space-charge density is zero, the set of propagating space-charge

modes is incomplete. (There are no slow space-charge modes with radial

periodicity.) It may be that the axial-symmetric mode fails to propagate

all of the axial-symmetric noise excitation and the higher-order modes
fail to carry all of the excitation with angular periodicity. Recent cal-

culations by Bobroff and Haus21
point to the same conclusions—that

the space-charge wave modes in such beams do not form a complete

set, and therefore that an arbitrary initial excitation cannot be ex-

panded in terms of these modes.

The noisiness of beams produced by shielded guns is actually much
greater than that calculated for the idealized beam, because of the

transverse thermal electron velocities near the cathode, neglected in

the calculation. Their principal effect, as Beam has shown,"" is to in-

crease the velocity fluctuations near the potential minimum due to

"mixing" of electrons from different parts of the cathode. The increase

in noisiness due to this effect probably outweighs any possible decrease

due to increase in beam diameter. However, the noise reduction mech-

anism described by the calculations may perhaps play a role in low-

noise beams of a special type.

Noise figures considerably less than the fi-db minimum for an abruptly

accelerated thin beam have been observed by a number of workers.

Using a hollow confined-flow beam in a backward-wave amplifier,

Currie and Forster have measured a noise figure of less than 4 db.

More recently, St. John and Caulton' have attained a noise figure of

4.5 db with a fairly conventional gun and, by using a solid-circular gun
similar in cross section to that of Currie and Forster's annular gun,

they attained a 3.5-db noise figure at microwave frequencies. Noise

reduction due to a gradual acceleration allowing drifting' has been put

forward as a plausible explanation of such low noise figures.

It should be noted, however, that in both instances the beams were

found to have current density profiles sharply peaked at the surface,

so as to resemble to some degree the case of Brillouin flow, in which the

ac current is at the surface of the beam. Their low noisiness, therefore,

might, at least in part, have been due to the noise-reduction mechanism

described by the calculations of this paper.
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V. SPACE-CHARGE WAVES INDEPENDENT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In analyses of slow-wave propagation along electron beams produced

by magnetically shielded guns,
4,

5

two pairs of space-charge waves

are found. In one of these, the field distributions and propagation con-

stants depend in the usual way on the transverse boundary conditions.

The waves of the second pair, however, are not accompanied by any

field outside of the beam; they have never been detected experimentally

and they are not found when magnetic flux, however slight, threads

the cathode.
23

'
24

These very singular waves appear to have first been

described in 1946 by Feenberg and Feldman.

For simplicity, the properties of such waves will be examined in the

case of axial-symmetric fields in a Brillouin-flow beam.
5
At the surface

of this beam, the boundary conditions are (i) that Ez be continuous,

and (ii) that

[(1 - R)E rf
eam = [E rf

pace

,
(107)

where R = mp
2
/w,

2
as defined in (11). For these waves, R = 1. It fol-

lows that, the fields tire zero outside of the beam, and Ez is zero at the

common boundary. The waves, therefore, cannot be excited by fields

outside of the beam.

Within the beam, if excited somehow, they would propagate with

arbitrary radial field distribution and the longitudinal propagation

constants

ft,2 = & ± p ,
(108)

which are characteristic of waves with purely longitudinal fields. (In

ordinary space-charge waves, the plasma oscillation frequency is re-

duced, because of transverse fields coupling the current filaments to one

another and to other currents.) However, if E T were zero everywhere

inside of the beam, E, would also be zero, as it is zero at the boundary.

This leads one to suspect that these waves do not really exist at all.

It was shown that, when a Brillouin-flow beam is current-modulated,

the total charge density p, at any point in the excitation plane is related

to the injected charge density pi , and to that induced in the smoothed-

out beam, p, by the equations

p, = p + Pl = t div E, (28)

p = Re div E. (29)

When R = 1, therefore, the initial conditions are p t = p for all values

of the injected charge p\ . This means that the R = 1 modes cannot be

excited by charge modulation or, since the charge-injection velocity is
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arbitrary, by either current or velocity modulation within the beam. As,

in addition, they cannot he excited by external voltage modulation, the

R = 1 modes are physically nonexistent.
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